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Our Dynamic Planet I 

Our dynamic planet- 

• Evolution and the planet… 

o Birth of our solar system and earths early history 

o Evolution of the land and sea 

o Mantle convection and plate tectonics 

o The rock cycle 

o Deep time: the rock and fossil record 

o Humans: the Anthropocene 

• Earth is unique-  

o we have liquid water and life 

o Haven’t found life sustaining conditions anywhere else… 

o problem is sampling “Fermi’s Paradox” 8 plants in our solar system- 1 has life, 300 

billion stars in milky way, 100 billion galaxies (visible to us)- should be lots of life out 

there- we don’t have sensitivity in sampling- must be more out there but we have 

begun to discover it yet, found 1900 exoplanets 46 are meant to be habitable (2015 

research) 

• Oceans cover approximately 70% of our “blue planet” yet we have discovered more of the 

surface of mars and the moon than earth’s oceans 

• Seamounts (underground volcanic mountains) 

o e.g. Hawaii get eroded and firmly subsides- oceanic circulation 

o Seamounts measured with satellite altimetry relate gravity to topography (measures 

ocean depth)  as radar doesn’t penetrate water 

o  still being discovered via ship crashes like Marion Dufrense and USS San Francisco 

submarine 

o so little discovered of waters/so uncharted that despite highly sophisticated radar 

and satellite technology ships still crash 

o Lines in between ship maps/routes are really interpretations using satellites 

(obviously nothing goes in that part of water)-much more crude- why seamounts 

can be confused 

o Inaccuracies In satellite altimetry can lead to wrong maps- e.g. Sandy Island in pacific 

ocean does not actually exist despite previously being mapped 

• Origins of the universe- 

o Universe is 13.7 billion years old 

o earth is 4.54 billion year old- discovered by radiometric dating through meteorite 

protoplanet samples in 1950s- earliest estimate 6000yrs- Bishop Usher looking at 

bible and history, then Lord Kelvin then estimated 40-400 million years through 

sedimentation and cooling 

• Nucleosynthesis- occurs within stars through nuclear fusion where atoms are forced 

together- also releasing heat and light energy. 

o (mocked in hydrogen bomb- also can be harvested for energy) 



o Sun fuses hydrogen into helium (light element into heavier element)- as discovered 

by absorption lines from the heliosphere on the light spectrum 

o All our elements and minerals are made from nucleosynthesis from supermassive 

stars in the universe millions of years ago 

• Sun’s surface temperature 6000°c, earth’s core temp 6000°c, earth’s surface average 16°c 

15000°c suns core temperature 

• Sun drives earth systems- life, biology, food chain- photosynthesis 

• Earth’s interior produces a magnetic field that protects us from solar flares (affects our 

communications) 

• How did solar system form?  

o Cloud of dust and gas, corellessed in centre, gravity took over and ignited sun, over 

millions of years dust particles created and grew into large meteorites, 

protoplanets/planetessimals formed more plants through accretion- to make both 

Terrestrial rocky plants and gas giants 

o Our moon formed when a mars sized object collided with earth- much absorbed into 

earth, ejected material corelesses and becomes moon 

o Sun and moons influence king tides (diurnal tides), length of the day (before water 

moon caused “solid tides” and volcanic eruptions)- can harness energy in tidal 

power generation 

o Moon used to be closer to earth- higher tides, 800-900 million years ago, 21.8hrs 

long days 

o Tidal heating- plumes of volcanic material- 60-600km above surface, on Jupiter’s 

moon Io- shows volcanism is affected by tides 

• Formation of Earth- 

o Core was created by kinetic energy from impact  leading to homogenous magma- 

light stuff (less dense) came to form crust, dense stuff (i.e. iron, nickel) sank to form 

core- earths composition determined by density, buoyancy and gravity 

o Continents float “positively buoyant” as made up of material incompatible with 

mantle can’t push down into mantle (2.7g/cm³)- oceanic crust is lower lying- sits on 

more dense magma (2.9g/cm³), magma/mantle densest at (3.3g/cm³)- Bimodal 

hypsometry  

o Heat source on earth- radiogenic heat, remnant kinetic energy from accretion- Heat 

transfer modes- conductive, convective and radiative- thermal gradient leads to 

heat transfer- temperature exchange through convective methods- hot wants to rise 

lost into atmosphere 

o Inner Core is so hot- heat and pressure confines it to almost a solid (very slow 

moving fluid 1-2cm per year convective rate)- outer core is so hot it is molten 

(melted)- convection on the outer core and relative rotation of the inner core 

creates our magnetic field 

o Thanks to plate tectonics- sea floor spreading- Mid Atlantic ridges- where new 

material is being made- hotter, and more buoyant so rises- thus water is shallower 

o Hydrosphere- penetrates deep into crust e.g. hydrothermal vents. Evolution of 

water- Water doesn’t come from comets (hydrogen isotopes different to earth) - 

discovered in Rosetta mission. Ringwoodite 1weight % is water, found in mantle 

transition zone between 410-660km- proves lots of water in mantle- hydrosphere 

goes hundreds of km into mantle- volcanism gets water to the surface. 

Atmosphere- came from volcanic activity- o2 from plants (biosphere) - up to 2.3 billion years ago no 

oxygen- only with advent of life that began photosynthesising to 


